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ABSTRACT
This. study incorporatd a correlational methodology

into an experimental context to determine the functional Components
Of rehearsal strategies in children's discrimina4,:ion /ear,ning...The
subjects for thiS study were 120 fifth- and sixth -grade children
attending two elementary schools located in middle -class areas of
Ogden, Utah. Aceaing'to'the frequency theory, successful
performance 'on a visual discrimination task. is attributed, to
subjective frequency di,scrttinations learned prior to ---eA'-ancrim-gazthe
task. It was hypothesized in this study that when a rehearsal'
strategy is added to the verbal discrimination task, attribute's other
than 1..equency may be called into play. The results of the pre'sent,
experiment now make it clear that when a rehearsal strategy (of the
kind employed here) is applied to a verbal discrimination,list, the
task appears no longer to involve frequency discriminations, as, it
oes when a rehearsal strategy is not applied. (RB)
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. ABSTRACT

This study incorpoiated a correlational methodology into a°n
experimental context to determine the functional components of rehearsal
strategies in children's discrimination learning. As anticipated on the
basis of previous research, when a discrimination list was administered
in the absence of explicit rehedisal instructions, the subjects' ability
to discriminate situational frequencies proved to be an important-pre-
dictor-of performance. However, when the same list was administered in
the company of either(Ril imagery or vocalization rehearsal strategy,
frequency disciiminationditaity as a predictor was supplanted by the
subjects' ability to dis inate between previous usages and nonusages
of the strategy. The results are discussed in termaikof Underwood's
individual differences crucible for theory construction.

A
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INTRODUCTION

, According to the theory developed to account for learning in a
verbal discrimination task (Ekstrand, Wallace, & Underwood', 1966), suc-
cessfal performance is attributed to subjective frequency discriminations
between correct and incorrect pair members. Ekstrand et al. have further
assumed that a frequency differential arises primarily from subjects'
implicit rehearsal of the correct response during the feedback phase of
the task. At.the.same time, a number of recent investigatiOns have
clearly demonstrated that by instructing SUbjerE6'employ explicit
rehearsal strategies, performance on the task proves (see Paivio,
1971). Far example, in our own research with children, we have found
that subjects instructed to pronounce the 6orrect item or to image the.
correct item in each pair perform significantly better than subjects,

left to their own devices (Levin, Ghatala, DeRose, Wilder, & Norton, ,

1975; Levin, Ghatala, Wilder, & Inzer, 1973).-

The major purpose of this study was to determine whether the fre7
Tiency theory as just referred to can adequately account for such
rehearsal strategy effects. Indeed, although in its current formulation
the theory does not address 'itself directly to the effects of rehearsal
strategies, its sufficiency in accounting for performance differences
in the verbal discVrimination task implies that frequency is the primary
attribute (Underwood, 1969) through which such strategies operate. De-
spite this implication, however, initial tests of it have not been
encouraging (see Ghatala, Levin, & Wilder, 1973). In this study, we
reassess this issue using an alternative approach to theory testing.

Before we get too far, it should'be mentioned that the experiment

reported here was conceptualized some time before we had the benefit of
Underwood's (1975) pioneer paper concerning individual differences as a

,"cruoi.ble" in theory construction. But, as will be seen, our approach
to the problem of determining the mechanism(s) underlying strategy effects
in verbal discrimination learning serves as a testimony to the logic and,
utility of Underwood's.individual differences ingredient in nomothetic
theory building.

Our working hypothesis was that when'a rehearsal strategy is added
to the verbal discrimination task, attributes other than frequency may
be called into play. With regard to the strategies under consideration
here, it may be postulated that imagery facilitates performance simply

because subjects are able to remember which item in a paid they have .

imagedla process somewhat comparable to Underwood's (1961) modality
attribute which will be referred to here as an activity aftribute.1

lAt this point we can only speculate on the functional memorial
component of this proposed attribute. It may consist of the processing
activity per se induced by a strategy (e.g., imaging), or the product
of such activity (e.g., specific images), or both.

.1

1
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Thus, the previous imagery activity of the subject (involving one item
in each pair). provides a discriminative cue for choosing the correct
item (see Rowe & Paivio, 1971)., Analogously, pronunciation activity
may provide articulatory and/or acoustic cues unique to the corFect
item within a pair and the subjects' discriminations may then IA based
on these' cues. .

According to this hypothesis,,rather than serving to supply exclu-
sive frequencyfnformation,'rehearsal strategies may result in the
encoding of information concerning the activity during study (and in
the utilization'of that information during test) which'supplants fre-

quency cues. A less extreme version of the hypothesis would-be that
these. alternative discriminative cues work to supplement the frequency

cues which obtain in the usual (i.e., without rehearsal instruction)
verbal discrimination task. Some support for the notion that imagery
and vocalization provide additional (or alternative) icues for discrimina-s
"tion was provided by Levin, Gliatala, Wilder, and Inzer (1973).

In summary, the question of how rehearsal strategies, such as imagery .

and vocalization, facilitate verbal discrimination learning is currently

unresolved. They may do so: (1) because they nce subjective fre-
quency discriminations (here, the supply explana on); (2) because they
produce additional discriminative cues, independe t of frequency, which
are' used to bolster decisions based primarily on the frequency attribute
(the supplement explanation); or (3) because they produce discriminative
cues which are more effective than frequency cues, and thus replace them
as a basis for discrimination ,(the supplant explanation). In the present

experiment we begin to assemble the evidence necessary to facilitate choos-
ing among .these alternative explanations.

Our experiment consisted of the administration of three tasks (or
variations thereof) to each subject. Task 1 was-a relative frequency
judgment task, designed to measure how well subjects could make frequency
discriminations among verbal items. Task 2 was a verbal discrimination .

task; and Task 3 was what Zechmeister and Gude (1974) have called a
strategy, identification task, designed to measure how well subjects
could, discriminate between verbal items for which they had previously
employed a rehearsal strategy and those for which they had not.

Four independent groups of subjects were included; subjects in
all gioupg received the same relative frequency judgment task (Task 1).
Procedural differences in the remaining two tasks defined the four experi-

mental conditions. In the Pronunciation-Control condition, the strategy
identification task (Task 3) consisted of subjects discriminating between
items they had previously pronounced and those they had not. The verbal

discrimination task (Task 2) was administered to these control subjects
in the absence of any explicit rehearsal strategy. Subjects in the Pro-

nupciation-Strategy condition received the same strategy identification
task as the Pronunciation- Control subjects. But in addition, during the
veibal discrimination task these subjects were instructed to pronounce

aloud the correct item in each pair. Imagery-Control and Imagery- Strategy

conditions paralleled each of the pronunciation conditions, in that subjects
in both imagery conditions discriminated items they had previously imaged
from those they had not in -the strategy identification task; and strategy
subjects (but not control subjects) were instructed to image the correct ,

response during verbal discrimination learning.



Given certain assumptions, the three alternative explanations under
consideration predict different intercorrelational patterns among the
three tasks for the control and strategy conditions. The assumptions
and predictions are as follows:

First, there is rather direct evidence that frequency is
the predominant attribute called upon it the usual (here,
control) verbal discrimination,situation (See, for example,
Underwood & Freund: 1970)., Accordingly, in the two control
conditions, subjects' ability to make frequency discrimina- %
Lions (as measured by the relative frequency judgment task)
should be substantially related to their performance on the
verbal discrimination task.

Second, given the previous assumption that frequency is the
predominant attribute in verbal discrimination learning under
normal circumstances plus the additional assumptions that the
strategy identification task measures something other than
frequency discrimination ability, there should be little
relationship between performance on the strategy identifica-
tion task and verbal discrimination learning. Moreover, eves
if the strategy identification task does possess a freafdency
discrimination component, the relsOonship between this task

And verbal discrimination learningLlhould be minimal when
this component is controlled for statistically.

In the two conditions where subjects employ the rehearsal
strategies during discrimination learning, the relation-
ships among the three tasks may differ in various ways
(specifiable on, the basis of the three alternative explana-
tions) from those in the control groups. Thus, if imagery
and vocalization' produce discriminative cues which are
independent of frequency, then some' relationship betwe!t
strategy identification performance and verbal discrimina-
tion learning would be eXiSeoted (even when frequency-dis-
crimination ability is controlled for statistically).
According to the supplement explanation, the relationship
between performance onithe relative f1quency judgment task

/ and discrimination learning should remain'high,(as it is in
the Control conditions); whereas according to the supplant
explanation, this.relationship should diminish or disappear.
If, on the other hand, strategies operate solely via the
frequency attribute (the supply.explanation), then the task
intercorrelational patterns should be comparable imcontrol
and strategy conditions.

19
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II

METHOD

SUBJECTS

t

The subjects were 120 fifth- and sixth-grade children attending two
elementary schObls located in middle-class areas of Ogden, Utah. A
block randomization procedure was used to assign children to conditions
in order of their appearance at the testing room located within the school
building. Thus 30 children (15 fifth graders and 15 siXtOgraders) par-
ticipated in ea6b of the four conditions--Pronunciation-Control, Pronuncia-

tion-Strategy, Imagery-Control, Imagery-Strategy.

44

MATERIALS AND TASKS

From an initial pool of 208 concrete nouns, 80 words were randomly
selected for use in the relative frequency judgment task, 48 for the
verbal discrimination tdPk, and 80 for the strategy identification task.
In all tasks list lengths were determined on the basis of previous re-
search, as well as pilot efforts designed to puce comparable perform-
ance variation from one condition to the next--a desired situation given
the correlational nat4re of the experiment.

The three sets of materials were comparable on Thorndike-Lorge (1944)
frequency; the average number of occurrences per million were 47.30,
46.33, and 47.50 for the relative frequency judgment, verbal discrimination,
and strategy identification tasks, respectively. All of the words were in
the reading vocabularies of the subjects as determined from pilot testing
of the tasks.

Relative Frequency Judgment Task

In this task, items presented a differing number of times during study
were paired on the test trial and subjects were required ttchoose the more
frequent member of each pair. On the test trial there were ten 1vs. 2
pairs (i.e., subjects were required to discriminate between items presented
once and items presented twice during study). There were also ten 1 vs. 3
pairs, ten 2 'Vs. 3 pairs, and ten 2 vs. 4 pairs on the test. .Achieving th0
necessa±y induced frequencies required 180 study presentations:. 201yords
were prepented once; 30, 'twice; 20, three times; and 10, four times. All
words were randomly assigned to the *our presentation frequencies.

The ordering of the words across the 180 study positions was random,
subject to the restriction that those with multiple occurrences appeared
equally often in each equal-sized section.Ofthe list, with the number of
sections being determined by the frequency (e.g., an itm presented twice

5
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occurred once in each half of the list; an item presented three times

occurred once in each third, and so on). The same word never occurred

twice a row in adjacent positions. The words were typed on 5 x 8 inch

plain white cards which were fastened into a ringed binder.

The four types of test pairs.were constructed by randomly pairing
items from the four frequency categories. The order of the pairs on

the test was random, except that across, the 40 positions each type.of

,pair had to occur before a pair type could be repeated. The words in

each test pair were typed side by side, on a 5 x 8 inch card, and the

cards were then fastened into a ringed binder. The more frequent wordS

appeared equally often in the left and right positions across the pairs.

Verbal Discrimination 'ask

The 48 words were .randomly paired to form a 24-pair verbal discrimina-

tion list with the ::correct" member of each pair being determined by the

flip of a coin. The word pairs were typed on45 x 8 inch cards which were

then placed into a Rolodex card file.. The task consisted of one anticipa-
tion-study (i.e., no guess) trial followed by one anticipation-test trial.
On the feedback portion of each trial, the correct item in each pair as

designated by a plus sign placed underneath it. A different random

of the list was used on the study and test trials. The spatial position

of correct and incorrect items within pairs was arranged such that: (a)

on each presentation of the list, correct and incorrect items occurred
equally often in the left and right positions; and (D): for halrof the
pairs the position of the correct item changed from the study, to the test'

' trial.

Strategy Identification Task

Of the 80 words presented for study, 40 were randomly selected as

strategy items. The subjects were instructed to apply the appropriate

rehearsal strategy only to these itemst That is, subjects in theitlpronuncia-

tion conditions pronounced these items aloud; subjects in the imagery condi-

tions tried to image their referents. For half the subject the strategy
items were underlined during the study trial; for the other subjects tiale

nonstrategy items were undeYlined and they rehearsed the nonunderlined

.items. This procedure was followed in order to rule out thepossibility

that the underlining itself furnished a usableipiscriminati cue. On

the test trial, none of the words was underlinet, and subjects were re-
quired to indicate for each Word-whether or not they had applied the A

rehearsal strategy. Two different random orders of the words were utilized

on the study and test trials.

PROCEDURE
*

All subjects received the relative frequency judgment task first,
followed seven days later by the verbal discrimination task, and'fing7Y,
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after another seven-day interval, the strategy identification task. All

three tasks were individually administered to each subject. At the begin-

ning of the first session, the subjects were informed that they would ,o.'
'participate on three different ocrsiont and that the tasks would be un-

related. At each subsequent sessibn, the,subjects were told that the
words and taik.were different from those in the prior session. The

particular order of tasks, the instructions, and the seven-day intervals
Were employed to minimize reactivity among the tasks. Note also that the

"criterion" task, i.e., verbal discrimination learning, was sandwiched in
between the two "predictor" tasks, i.e., relative frequency judgments and
strategy identification, assuring that each predictor was temporally equi-

distant from the criterion.
The procedure for the relative 4equency judgment task was identical

in the four conditions. The subjects were informed that they would see a

long series of words, that some of the words tplad occur only once while

u- others would occur several times, and that they show d- pay close attention

to the words because later they would be asked questorons about them. The

words were presented for study at a 3-second/tate. The airs were pre-
u:

.

....

sented on the test trial at a i- second r4t6 with subjects pointing to the
more frequent word in each pair, guessing if uncertain.

.0+- The procbdure for,..the verbal discrimination task varied as a function .

of condition. Stibjettt in the two control conditions (Pronunciation-Control
and Imagery-Control) ,received tie usual verbal discrimination instructions;
that is, they were told that on the study trial they would see a pair of
.words and they would then See the same pair of words again immediately
with e correct word designated by a mark. Their task was to try to

Ir

rem th6 correct word for each pair. In additibn to these instruc-

ubjects in the Pronunciation-Strategy group were instructed to
ce the correct-item three times during the feedback portion of the

stild trial. Subjects in the Imagery-Strategy condition were instructed
to form ,a picture in their minds of the referent of the correct word in

each pair on the study trial. The three pronunciations versus one image

difference was consistent with previous pr ures (e.g., Levin, GhatalaC
Wilder,,& Inzer, 1973) and served to equate r hearsal times in the two

oel

conditions. On the test trial, all subjects were required to point to
the correct member of each pair (guessing If uncertain) during the anticipa-

tion phase. Subjects were not instructed to pronounce or image during the

., test trial. A 5:5- second rate was utilized on both study and test trials

in all conditions.
'In the strategy identification task, subjects in the Pronunciation-

.
Control and Pronunciation-Strategy conditions werequired to pronounce
each of the 40 designated strategl items three times. In the Imagery-

Co trol and Imagery-Strategy conditions, the subjects were told to try
4 ..t get al picture of the designated strategy items. No further

ins uctions concerning the nature of the task were given to the subjects.

Th. words were presented at a 4-second rate. On the test, the,same 80 words

were presented with no words underlined. The subject was to say yes if he

thought he had applied the rehearsal strategy to a particular word and no,

if he thought he had not applied it. Subjects were instructed to guess if
.

uncertain. The test proceeded At a 3-second rate. '
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For the relative frequency judgment task and the strate identifi
tion task, the experimenter presented the materials by to ing cards
fastened into loose-leaf notebooks. For the verbal discrimination ask,
the experimenter flipped cards mounted in a Rolodex file. Thus, he above
rates of presentation are approximate. However, the experimenter was'well
practiced and a stopwatch was used to check rates periodically during the
course of the experiment.

4
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RESULTS

EXAMINATION OF MEAN PERFORMANCE

Before prooeeding to the major correlational results of the experiment,
it was deemed advisable to examine each of the four conditions for unde-

sired effects on the relative frequency judgment task (due to chance attain-
mentlof groups unequal in ability) and on the strategy identification task
(due to strategy practice, i.e., carry-over effects from the verbal dis-

crimination task). In addition, we wished to check for exp cted effects

on the verbal discrimination task (due to the application f a rehearsal

strategy),
None of the possible undesired effects was obtained That is, mean

performance,On the initial relative frequency judgment t sk was comparable
across conditions (F < 1, with the means being virtually identical--29.5

to 29.7 correct out of 40--and the standard devi4pions ranging from 2.9

.6). Similarly, mean performance on the strategy identification task

wa comparable for subjects who had previously been exposed to the strategy
on the verbal discrimination task and those who had not (Pronunciation:

X = 64.1 correct out of 80, S.D. = 7.4 and X = 65.2, S.D. = 6.1 ihthe
strategy and control conditions, respectively, I t) < 1; Imagery: X = 59.2,

and X = 58.8, S.D. = 8.7 in the strategy and control conditions,

respectively, tl < 1),
On the other hand, the rehearsal strategies were obvibusly effective

in the verbal discrimination task (Pronunciation: X = 20.5 correct out of

24, S.D. = 2.6 and X = 17.0, S.D. = 3.2 in tie strategy and control condi-
tions, respectively, t (58) = 4.57, E < .001; Imagery: X = 19.0, S.D. = 2.9

and X = 16.3, S.D. = 3.2 in the strategy and control conditions, respectively,
t (58) = 3.47, E < .001).

COMPARISON OF CORRELATIONAL PATTERNS

The intercorrelations among the three tasks for eachof he four
conditions are presented in Table 1. Focusing on the bottom line WDL)
in each section;* one will note that in both control conditions (pron ia-

tion and imagery), performance on the relative frequency judgment task i
significantly related to verbal discrimination learning, consistent with
previous research (e.g., Underwood & Freund, 1970). In contrast to this,

however, is the total lack of relationship between relative frequency judg-
ment and verbal discrimination learning in the two strategy conditions. On

the other hand, in both strategy conditions the strategy identification
task is highly correlated with verbal discrimination learning, whereas it

is not in the two control conditiont.

9
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TABLE 1

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TASKS FOR EACH OF THE FOUR CONDITIONS

Pronunciation

Control Strategy

RFJ SI RFJ SI

SI -.05
Q -.15

VDL .40* .16 .04 .64**

Imagery

Control

RFJ SI

SI -.00

VDL .40* .15

Strategy

RFJ -SI'

.10

-:08 .64**

< .025 * *E < .001

Note: RFJ = relative frequency judgment task; SI = strategy identi-
fication task; VDL = verbal discrimination learning.

Clearly, then, it is the relative frequency judgment task which
relates to verbal discrimination learning when no experimenter-induced
strategy is employed, while it is the strategy identification task which
relates to verbal discrimination learning when a strategy is employed,

4 with no evidence ofthe other task's contribution in either case. More-
over, since the relative frequency judgment and strategy identification
tasks are completely unrelated in all four conditions (see the top line
[SI] in each section of Table 1), P artialling out the effect of' each
when considering the other's relationship to verbal discrimination learn-
ing has little effect. . .

Despite these straightforward results, one may wonder why the signif-
icant relationships are not stronger. One possibility4s that other
abilities, not reflected by either relative frequefi5Y,judgment performance
or by strategy identification perfdrmance, are related to verbal discrimina-
tion learning (general intelligence and/or scholastic'achiev ent, for
example). However, when such measures were included in mul ipleregres-
sion analyses (along with the two predictor tasks), no significant increases
in predictability were obtained. That is, virtually all of the "explained"
variation in verbal discrimination learning could be attributed to'relative
frequency judgment performance in the case of the two control conditions,
and to strategy identification performance in the case of the two strategy
conditions. .

0
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Alter atively, the less than perfect relationships observed here
may e du n part to the less than perfect reliabilities of the con-
sti ent tasks. Indeed, when these unreliabilities are taken into
acc unt (based on internal consistency estimates), the four significant
cor elations in Table 1 all exceed .75, with three of the four exceeding
.90 On the other hand, all the nonsignificant correlations in Table 1

. remain low (all less than .25) when corrected for unreliability.2
To summarize these results, the verbal discrimination task seems

to involve almost exclusively either frequency discrimination ability
or strategy discrimination ability, depending on whether it is adminis-
tered in the absence or in the presence of rehearsal strategy instruc-
tions. As will be pointed out in the following discussion, such
lend support to the supplant explanation offered in the introduction.

.

2
In this regard, the comparatively taller significant correlations

in Table 1 between relative frequency judgment performance and verbal
discrimination learning than between strategy identification performance
and verbal discrimination learning may be due to'the lower internal con-
sdstency of the relatIN-ie-fsequency judgment: -task as compared to the qther "

two tasks.
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DISCUSSION

In the last ten years, much research has been voted to evaluating
the postulates of the frequency theory introduced bOPEkstrand et al. (1966).

In general, the theory has fared well, in that most (±f not all) bf the
predictions based upon the theory's stipulation of the rules governing
the operation of frequency within verbal discrimination and other recogni-
tion paradigms have ba9n,upheld (Eckert & Kanak, 1974; Wallace, 1972).
Our own reseArch has bed concerned not so much with testing the basic
tenets of the theory as with attempting to see how far the theory could
be extended to account Hit discrimination learning phenomena in two general
areas: those attributable to variations in stimulus materials and those
attributable to variations in rehearsal strategies.

With respect to th-e`stimulus materials variations which we have re-
viewed and investigated so far, there is no question that a frequency
theory perspective can be maintained. In virtually every case where we
have found a materials variation to influence discrimination learning,
independently corroborated differences in apparent frequencies associated
with the materials have been demonstrated. For example, pictures are
learned better than words in the discrimination paradigm (RoWe, 1972;
Wilder & Levin, 1973); at the same time, the two types of materials differ
in apparent frequency (Ghatala & Levin, 1974; Ghatala, Levin, & Wilder,
1973), with a link between the two sets of results having been provided
empirically (Levin, Ghatala, & Wilder, 1974). Similarly, the influence
on discrimination learning 'of other stimulus materials variables such as
concreteness (Galbraith & Underwood, 1973), rated imagery (Wallace, Murphy,
& Sawyers, 1973), And normative frequency (Ghatala & Levin, 1974; Ghatala,
Levin, & Makoid, 1975) have been accounted for in terms of frequency dif-
ferences. In fact, by expanding the Weber's law notion in the initial .

formulation of the theory, we have also been able to provide a plausible,
explanation of why certain stimulus materials variations influence apparent
frequency discriminations (see Ghatala & Levin, 1974; Ghatala, Levin, &
Wilder, in press).

Given our success in extending frequency theory to account fpr dis-
crimination learning phenomena as a function of stimulus materials varia-
tions, we were initially optimistic about the theory's also being able
I handle the effects produced by variations in rehearsal strategies.
Yet date our published (Ghatala, Levin, & Wilder, 1973) and unpublished
studies ve not satisfactorily accounted for strategy effects in terms
of the freq cy attribute, However, the results. of the present experiment
now make it cl why a simple frequency explanation was inadequate. By

adopting Underwbo (1975) individual differences approach, we have dis-
covered that when a earsal strategy (of the kind employed here, at
least) is'applied to a bal discrimination list, the task seems no
longer to involve frequenc discriminations (as it does when a strategy
is not applied). Rather, our results clearly indicate that instructing

13 '
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subjects to employ rehearsal strategies leads them to encode alternative
information concerning their activity during study, which they appear to_
utilize instead of frequency when making later discriminations.

On the other hand, it is possible to stretch the frequency theory
position and assume that the activity attribute is based primarily on a
frequency decision. That is, discriminating one's rehearsal activity
involves-an apparent frequency judgment associated with each item, in
the same mariner as in a/simple recognition task. However, if frequency
discrimination is the basis for performance in the strategy identification
task, then this must be a different kind of discrimination than required
in the relative frequency judgment task since performance in the two tasks
is uncorrelated. Thus, to interpret the activity attribute in terms of
frequency would require a reformulation of the present unidimensional
conception of the frequency attribute which certainly detracts from its
appeal to\parsimony.

It is to note that the correlational patterns are identical
for the imagbry and pronunciation strategies (see Table 1). This outcome
fits well with our previous findings that while both strategies facilitate
children's verbal discrimination learning to the same degree (Levin, Ghatala,
DeRose, Wilder, & Norton, 1975; Levin, Ghatala, Wilder, & Inzer, 1973),
neither has'any influence on subjects' frequency judgment performance
(Ghatala, Levin, & Wilder, 1973).

In this regard, the findings that discrimination learning phenomena
associated with the use of imagery or pronunciation strategies (1) are not
easily accounted for in terms of the strategies' effectson.simple frequency
processes (e.g., Ghatala, Levin, & Wilder, 1973; as well as some of our unpub-
lished work), and (2) seem to fit the supplant explanation offered here may or
may not hold for other types of rehearsal strategies. Where, for example, do
the present.strategies fall along a Craik and Lockhart (1972) depth-of-
processing continuum? It seems possible to identifl' other rehearsal,

tstrategies which a known to aninfluence discrimination and recognition
performance (e.g. evin, Ghatala, DeRose, Wilder, & Norton, 1975; Zech-
meister & Gude, 1974) and which ostensibly reach different (either greater or
lesser) levels of semantic processing than the present strategies. The
question t n is whether the effects of these alternative strategies are
separate f om frequency processes (see Rowe, 1974, for some preliminary
data). I the case of strategies for which the answer to this question
is yes, w d subjects' ability to discriminate between usages and non-
usage's of the strategy (what we have called an activity attribute) supplant
freqqency as the predominant cue in a discrimination task (as found here
for the imagery and pronunciation strategies)? In the case of strategies
for which the answer to the first question is no, would frequency be used
in addition to (or instead of) this activity attribute as a predominant
discriminative cue? Research seeking the answers to these questions is
curfently underway.

It is our belief, based on the results of this experiment and those
of others in similar contexts (e.g., Zechmeister & Gude, 1974), that fre-
quency theory is not sufficient to account for rehearsal strategy effects
in discrimination learning. Rather, an attribute or attributes other than
frequency (e.g., activity) may be engaged when strategies are introduced
into the task. qThis conclusion, however, does not invalidate the theory
that still affords the most useful account of recognition memory presently

GPO 410-:44-4
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available. This experiment merely serves to help define the boundaries
within which the theory is functionally operative. It is a credit to
the theory that such boundary conditions can in fact be established
through empirical research.

Finally, Underwood (1975) has documented the importance of individual
differences as a crucible in nomothetic theory construction. It is his
belief that this ingredient provides a crucial test of theories as they
are being born. We concur in this belief and, on the basis of.the present
results, can readily appreciate the need for repeated confrontations with
the crucible of individual differences in order for a fledgling theory to
continue to grow and mature.
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